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a b s t r a c t
The volcano-seismic crisis afﬂicting Mayotte since May 2018 has motivated France-based seismologists to consider the installment of a permanent seaﬂoor observatory with one or more seismometers for monitoring surfacing magma and the associated seismicity. In general, deploying a seismometer offshore is known to improve
earthquake location – particular in depth – and lower magnitude detection. However, how true are these claims
for Mayotte when a land-based seismic network already exists? To address this, we investigate location and detection performance when deploying permanent seismometers offshore Mayotte. We modeled location and detection performance using both real and synthetic data in different network conﬁgurations. We found that, in the
case of Mayotte, only longitude error is signiﬁcantly reduced by adding seismometers offshore, perhaps due to
the North-South conﬁguration of the land network. Moreover, the size of the Mayotte volcano monitoring
area, which spans depths and distances up to 50 km for both, prevents accurate location and detection performance with less than 2 permanent seismometers offshore. Therefore, we would need at least 2 cabled seismometers to monitor this volcanic system, i.e. locate and detect events in real-time. Overall, our modeling suggests
that a one-side land network can perform relatively well by itself in location (errors <5 km) and detection (magnitude >1.3) so long as the seismicity occurs at epicentral distances and depths <20 km. However, beyond this
distance, one or more seaﬂoor seismometers would be needed to improve location and detection performance.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Mayotte – a set of small islands lying just northwest of Madagascar
and part of the Comoros archipelago – has been overwhelmed with seismic activity along its submarine volcano ridge since May 2018, and this
seismic activity continues even until today, 21 May 2021 (Fig. 1). A new
volcano ediﬁce was discovered a year after the crisis begin, located
~50 km east of Petite Terre (Feuillet et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2021). The
new volcano ediﬁce is located at the eastern part of a N130° alignment
of volcanic ediﬁces. Lemoine et al. (2020) proposed that volcanic activity occurred as a result of fracturing, diking, and ﬁnally magma drainage.
This is consistent with the transtensional environment of the Comoros
archipelago accommodating the extension between the Somalian
plate and the Rovuma microplate in the East African Rift System
(Famin et al., 2020; Stamps et al., 2020).
Since the beginning of the Mayotte volcano crisis, several land-based
seismometers have been permanently installed (Saurel et al., 2019,
2021) and ocean bottom seismometers have been regularly recovered
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and deployed during several oceanographic campaigns (MAYOBS 1 to
MAYOBS 15; May 2019 to October 2020). These onshore and offshore
deployments facilitated the detection and location of ≥4000 earthquakes, having magnitude as small as 1. Magnitude ≥3 events have
been detected and located almost completely (Saurel et al., 2019,
2021). In addition to earthquakes, the OBS deployments have afforded
opportunities to characterize very long period tremors (Lemoine et al.,
2020; Feuillet et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2021) and to detect drumbeat earthquakes, volcanic tremors, volcano-tectonic events, and hydro-acoustic
explosions that have not all been observable on the land network.
Overall, seismic data collected during the MAYOBS oceanographic
campaigns have highlighted that there are 2 seismically active areas
offshore over a distance of ~50 km from Petite Terre, Mayotte's smaller
island. The fact that the seismicity is spread over such a large distance,
offshore and east of Mayotte, makes it seemingly difﬁcult to monitor
Mayotte's volcano ridge using only land-based stations. Mayotte's
real-time monitoring land-based network is predominantly a onesided station geometry (e.g., Fig. 1). Such a network conﬁguration at
continent-ocean transitions is well-known to affect location accuracy
in the direction perpendicular to its coast (Braunmiller et al., 1997). A
seaﬂoor observatory can improve seismicity relocation and lower detection thresholds (Tréhu et al., 2018). Therefore, to monitor this active
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for the installment can be seen as costly. Because the entire length of the
Mayotte volcano ridge has been activated during the crisis (over a
distance of ~50 km), we ask – what is the optimal location for a seismometer in a seaﬂoor observatory to monitor seismicity offshore
Mayotte, and what can be gained by installing seismometers offshore,
supplementing the land-based network for a reasonable cost? To
answer these questions, we perform a number of tests that illustrate
how seismometers in a seaﬂoor observatory at different sites
(Section 2) will inﬂuence location performance of earthquakes
(Section 3) and also how they might perform in terms of magnitude detectability (Section 4). Our goal is to demonstrate what can be gained by
deploying one or more permanent seismometers offshore Mayotte,
while assessing the value of endeavoring to create a seismic seaﬂoor
observatory where a land-based seismic network already exists.
2. Seaﬂoor sites
During the many MAYOBS cruises, 4–16 ocean-bottom seismometers (OBS) were recovered and re-deployed often at the same sites. By
deploying at the same sites, we maintained a consistent seismic network for evaluating the earthquake locations across the deployments.
For evaluating the best seaﬂoor observatory site, we chose 4 OBS sites,
which are IF1x, IF3x, IF4x, and IF5x, where x corresponds to a speciﬁc
MAYOBS deployment, i.e. A, B, C and so on (Fig. 1). The IF1x site is
close to Petite Terre, within ~10 km and can possibly be cabled. It is located near the center of the Proximal swarm, which is ideal for monitoring volcano activity that might place the people of Mayotte at risk. IF3x
is located north and east of the Proximal swarm and can also be perceivably cabled. The location of IF3x permits monitoring of the Proximal
swarm area without being susceptible to volcanic activity and offers
an additional station north of the ridge and east of the Proximal
swarm. At present, there is only one station north of the ridge on
Glorieuse Island at regional distance. The IF4x site is located closer to
the new volcano ediﬁce, positioned near the central portion of the
ridge on the northern side. It is located almost directly on top of the Distal swarm and, at this distance from Petite Terre, would require mooring
to keep installation costs low. The IF5x site is located on the southern
edge of the ridge and, like IF3x, is still capable of monitoring the Proximal swarm area and increases azimuthal coverage without apparent
risk to instrumentation. Given the distance of the IF5x site to Petite
Terre, it might need to be moored to avoid exorbitant costs. In general,
the choice of a site being cable or moored will depend on which sites
perform best, keeping in mind a target budget of around 10 M €.

Fig. 1. Map view of Mayotte's earthquakes and seaﬂoor testing site locations. A) More than
4000 manually relocated earthquakes using offshore deployments are shown in gray, and
564 earthquakes used in this study are shown in red. There are 2 seismic swarms, which
we call the Proximal and Distal swarms. The new volcano ediﬁce (white triangle) is
located ~50 km away from Petite Terre, Mayotte's smaller island. The yellow squares
represent potential seaﬂoor observatory sites, where OBS have been deployed. Select
land stations used in this study are displayed as gray squares. B) Mayotte's location
northwest of Madagascar (red star).

submarine volcano ridge, we now seek to add a permanent seaﬂoor
observatory.
Seaﬂoor observatories offer possibilities to collect a wide range of
geological, chemical, physical, and biological data for investigating processes that drive the dynamic earth-ocean system over a broad spectrum of oceanic environments. Thus, deploying seismometers offshore
can impact overall how earth-ocean processes are studied, and the ability to study these processes from an interdisciplinary angle is priceless.
A number of seaﬂoor observatories already exist in the world and have
proven to provide a wealth of data. For instance, the DONET (Dense
Ocean ﬂoor Network system for Earthquakes and Tsunamis) (Kaneda
et al., 2009; Kawaguchi et al., 2010) and SNET (Seaﬂoor observation
Network for Earthquakes and Tsunamis) (NIED, 2019) are real-time
submarine cabled observatories located offshore Japan. The NEPTUNE
(North East Paciﬁc Time-series Underwater Networked Experiments)
observatory offshore Vancouver Island, Canada and the many observatories created under the Ocean Observatories Initiatives (OOI) off the
northwestern coast of the U.S.A. (e.g. Favali et al., 2015) are other examples of seaﬂoor observatory monitoring of volcanoes such as Axial
Seamount. In general, seaﬂoor observatories can operate as their own
distinct network or as a supplement to land-based networks. They typically collect a range of data that is transmitted in real-time or near realtime back to land either by way of a cable or remote transmission. These
seaﬂoor observatories have facilitated the collection of a multitude of
data to study interactions among geological, chemical, physical, and biological processes that drive the dynamic earth-ocean system over a
broad spectrum of oceanic environments. In the case of Axial Seamount,
the seaﬂoor observatory has led to a better understanding of the volcano, with eruption forecast updated in real-time.
In this study, we investigate the possibility of installing a permanent
seaﬂoor observatory that would monitor Mayotte's volcanic plumbing
system. This seaﬂoor observatory would include the deployment of
one or more seismometers for monitoring seismic activity along the
ridge, among other types of scientiﬁc instrumentation (for geodesy,
geochemistry, biology). However, seaﬂoor observatories require major
development plans, and even what is considered an affordable solution

3. Location performance
In this section, we describe the data sets and methods applied, as
well as investigate how Mayotte's land network performs compared
to the land network complemented with a potential real-time seismometer in a seaﬂoor observatory offshore Mayotte. At present, earthquakes
detected offshore Mayotte have been located at depths between 20 and
50 km, and we lack shallow earthquake data. Because shallow events
are important for understanding potential hazards to Mayotte's people,
we use theoretical travel times from shallow synthetic sources in addition to the real earthquake data. The synthetic travel times provide a
deeper understanding of the full capability of a seismometer in a seaﬂoor observatory when locating offshore activity at various depths.
Below, we present our location performance testing data, methods,
and results.
3.1. Real data tests
Hand-picked phase arrivals from earthquakes recorded by OBS
between 17 May 2019 and 8 June 2019 were used to analyze network
location performance. We chose this deployment period because it contains the most relocated earthquakes with phases on all 4 seaﬂoor
2
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observatory test sites (Fig. 1) that also have a wide magnitude range
(1 < M < 4.7) (Fig. S1). From this deployment period, we selected 564
earthquakes that had been accurately located by analysts using both
land stations and at least 7 OBS (Fig. S2). While there are several land
stations installed on Mayotte, not all are reliable. Therefore, to maintain
testing conformity across different earthquakes, we selected 5 local land
stations with the largest number of hand-picked phases across all OBS
deployment periods (Fig. 1), as those land stations are obviously the
most reliable for recording phases needed for earthquake location. Additional information about all stations used in this study is available in
Table S1.
We compare a 5-station land network performance by itself to the
performance of a 5-station land network with 1 real-time potential seaﬂoor seismometer site. With 4 seaﬂoor testing sites, there are a total of 5
possible testing cases: land stations only, land stations + IF1x, land stations + IF3x, and so on. Thus, for testing conformity, we required that
each of the 564 earthquakes have ≥1 phase (P- and/or S-wave) picked
on 5 local land stations and ≥1 phase on each of the 4 OBS testing
sites, i.e. IF1x, IF3x, etc. All other earthquakes were excluded from the
analysis.
While the 5 chosen land stations provide the most phases and are
seemingly the most reliable, at times data are lost or have bad quality.
For instance, station KNKL tends to have high residuals, and when locating events, the ‘ADofal’ velocity model (Saurel et al., 2021) is known to
perform badly for that station (Feuillet et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2021).
While KNKL high residuals are likely counter-balanced when multiple
OBS are used to locate an event, this station might have a more signiﬁcant impact on the location when there is only 1 seaﬂoor seismometer.
Station MCHI is located at a school, and unfortunately, sometimes the
power is cut to the instrument during school vacation for multiple
weeks. In addition, station YTMZ is an accelerometer, and earthquake
phases might not be visible on this station when the event is of small
magnitude. Thus, to account for potential data loss or undetected
events, we perform a jack-knife resampling (a linear approximation of
bootstrapping) by dropping each land station once (5 possible drops
+1 no-drop case = 6 station drop cases) when relocating each event.
This results in 564 earthquakes × 5 testing cases × 6 station drop
cases for a total of 16,920 relocations using hand-picked phases.
For each of the 16,920 relocations, we used the NonLinLoc algorithm (Lomax et al., 2014). Phase arrival uncertainties, as assigned
by analysts, were included in the algorithm input when available.
For the relocation tests, we use the same velocity model that
was established from earthquake detection and location during the
MAYOBS 1 cruise (hereafter, the MAYOBS velocity model;
Table S2), as well as the same NonLinLoc conﬁguration, which has
1-km grid spacing (e.g. Feuillet et al., 2019a, 2019b, 2021). Both are
consistent with on-going earthquake monitoring within the
REVOSIMA (REseau de surveillance Volcanologique et SIsmologique
de MAyotte) framework of French institutions that monitor ongoing Mayotte submarine volcanism. Fig. 2 is an example of results
from the different testing cases (i.e. seaﬂoor site, land station drop)
for a single earthquake. From this example, it is clear that the land
network by itself performs poorly compared to when a seaﬂoor site
is added, and where that seaﬂoor site exists inﬂuences the location
performance. In Section 3.3, we present and discuss the location
results for all earthquakes and the different network conﬁgurations.

Fig. 2. Relocation results from the different testing cases applied to a single earthquake
(star). The earthquake has magnitude 2.1 and occurred on 2 June 2019 06 h40.
A) Locations in map view. B) Locations in cross-section. Color represents the seismic
network conﬁguration, i.e. which seaﬂoor site is used in the relocation or not at all, and
symbols demonstrate the different bootstrap tests for land station data that might be lost.

longitude and latitude boundaries of 45.3° and 45.76° and −12.95°
and −12.69°, respectively, spaced every 3.3 km and depths between 0
and 50 km, spaced every 2 km. As the seaﬂoor bottom increases in
depth away from the islands of Mayotte (eastward), synthetics sources
that would be above the seaﬂoor (MAYOBS1; Feuillet et al., 2021) were
excluded from the analysis (Fig. 3B). These criteria resulted in 3501
potential sources along the Mayotte volcano ridge.
For each synthetic source, we predict the P- and S-wave travel times
at each of the stations using the TauP program within the obspy Python
module. Because the TauP program requires velocity proﬁles down to
the center of the Earth, we supplement the MAYOBS velocity model
with the ak135 global velocity model at depths ≥77.5 km (Tables S2–S3).
We note that certain focal mechanisms may not result in visible phase
arrivals at our stations. However, the focal mechanisms so far for offshore Mayotte exhibit a wide range (e.g. Cesca et al., 2020), and the
structures generating the earthquakes are not well understood at present. Thus, for the purpose of this study, we do not exclude any phase
travel times with respect to focal mechanism.
We require that each synthetic source have at least 1 observable
phase (either up-going or down-going) on each of the stations in
Table S1, similar to the real data analysis. Forty-ﬁve sources do not ﬁt
these criteria and were excluded from the analysis. These sources
were located at 2-km depth at all latitudes west of 45.42°, at the
shallowest depth above the Proximal swarm (Fig. 3). Therefore, no synthetic sources at depths <4 km where included in the analysis. For those
sources, no phase was recorded at site IF4x, a result of the events' shallowness and the seaﬂoor topography. Excluding events with no P- or Swave arrivals at IF4x leaves 3456 synthetic sources for analysis.
Because our velocity model is not perfect, modeled time arrivals
would have errors in real data. We then added random noise to the
theoretical travel times (e.g., Table 1) for more realistic times. The
added random picking errors are Gaussian distributed with
zero mean and 0.1 s standard deviation for P-arrivals and 0.2 s
for S-arrivals, similar to travel time residuals in the real data

3.2. Synthetic data tests
We simulate sources at depths similar to that of the real data, at
depths 20–50 km as well as in shallow depths (<20 km). This allows
us to evaluate the quality of the synthetic results against those from
the real data, which can further help us evaluate shallow synthetic
earthquake location performance where no real data exists. The synthetic sources are located along the entire ridge at multiple depths
(Fig. 3). Sources are located on nodes of a 3D gridded volume with
3
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Fig. 3. Synthetic sources for testing location performance. A) Map view, similar to Fig. 1, except the colored circles represent synthetic sources and gray circles are testing earthquakes
described in Section 3.1. The new volcano ediﬁce is marked as a white triangle. B) Transect C-C′ proﬁle shown in A. The black line represents the deepening seaﬂoor topography
eastward from Mayotte. There are 3501 synthetic sources.

(Foix et al., 2020, 2021). Using the modeled travel times, we then
constructed NonLinLoc input ﬁles for locating the synthetic sources
similar to the real data tests, i.e. locating each source with the land
stations only or land stations +1 seaﬂoor site while also performing
a small bootstrapping by dropping each land station once. This resulted in 3456 sources × 5 testing cases × 6 station drop cases for a
total of 103,680 synthetic source relocations.

3.3. Location performance results
3.3.1. Deep seismicity
We ﬁrst compare the outcomes of the 16,920 real earthquake relocation tests to their true locations. A true location is one that has been determined from phases picked on all available land stations and at least 7
OBS (e.g. Saurel et al., 2019, 2021). When real earthquakes are relocated
with few phases, a smaller network, and different conﬁgurations, they
tend to be located more south and west of their true locations
(Fig. 4A), independent of the seaﬂoor site used for the relocation. By itself, the land network performs the worst in terms of longitude, with errors on average of 5 km, most likely due to the land network's one-sided
nature (Fig. 1). Surprisingly, the land network performs on average
quite well with depth.
Adding a seaﬂoor observatory seismometer to the 5-station land
network offers little to no improvement in latitude, but seaﬂoor sites
do tend to reduce errors in longitude and at least increase precision
for depth (Fig. 4A). Sites IF3x and IF4x – located on the north side of
the ridge – perform best in reducing longitudinal error, with an average
accuracy of ~1 km from the true location. However, the longitude precision of site IF4x is 1.5 times better than site IF3x. Site IF1x, which is
located in the middle of the Proximal swarm closest to the islands,

Table 1
Computed values for a synthetic event located at 45.42°E, 12.80°S and 26 km deep.
Station

MTSB
YTMZ
PMZI
MCHI
KNKL
IF1x
IF3x
IF4x
IF5x

Angular

Predicted travel times

Randomly added error

Distance (°)

P-wave (s)

S-wave (s)

P-wave (s)

S-wave (s)

0.348
0.190
0.142
0.291
0.346
0.030
0.095
0.173
0.111

7.76
5.63
5.14
6.91
7.73
4.02
4.34
4.85
4.24

12.89
9.35
8.53
11.48
12.83
6.68
7.21
8.05
7.03

+0.01
+0.01
−0.04
−0.26
−0.19
+0.01
−0.00
−0.05
−0.10

−0.12
+0.31
−0.07
−0.43
+0.24
−0.18
−0.03
−0.15
−0.23
4
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location performance when adding a seaﬂoor seismometer
(Section 3.2). Similar to deep sources (≥20 km), shallow synthetic
sources tend to be located more westerly of their true locations
(Fig. 6A), and the different network conﬁgurations exhibit similar performance in latitude and depth location, whether or not a seaﬂoor seismometer site exists. However, the land network does have a wider
range of error over a network that contains a seaﬂoor site. As with deeper
events, shallow event location is mostly improved in the longitude with
the addition of a seaﬂoor seismometer over using the land network
alone. Sites IF1x and IF5x have better precision in their error, particularly
in longitude and depth, compared to sites IF3x and IF4x for deep events
(Fig. 4). Therefore, if the goal is to monitor shallow earthquake activity,
site IF1x or IF5x would be a better choice. On the other hand, shallow
sources near the new volcano ediﬁce are poorly located and, unlike like
deeper events, tend to be located more deeply than their ‘true’ location
(Fig. 6B, Fig. S3). However, site IF4x reduces errors the best for events occurring on the most eastern part of the volcano ridge.
Perhaps what is most notable is that depths of shallow events overall
have a much larger error range (Fig. 6A) than deeper events (Fig. 4).
This is expected given that it is difﬁcult to model shallow crustal velocity
layers and the length scale over which seismicity can occur. That is, seismic waves do not “see” shallow, thin layers very well. The synthetic location errors (Fig. 6A) are relatively small compared to the real data
(Fig. 4A), and as stated previously, these small variations may be related
to how we predicted and treated theoretical phase arrival times. Nevertheless, shallow sources are located similarly to that of the real and synthetic deep sources. Thus, we can conclude that gains in shallow
seismicity will likely be similar at least in longitude, i.e. 3–4 km. In
depth, we can assume that on average shallow events will be welllocated, but the shallow source depths will in general have a slightly
wider range of error (Fig. 6A) than what has been observed for their
deep counterparts (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Mean errors for deep events (≥20 km) relocated in the 5 different testing scenarios.
The gray lines represent 1-km binned histograms of the errors with symbols and bars
representing means and standard deviations of longitude, latitude, and depth errors for
A) real data and B) synthetic data.

and site IF5x, located on the Proximal swarm's southeastern edge, also
reduce longitude error but not as well as IF3x and IF4x. While there is
a general improvement in location, eastward of the different network
conﬁgurations, i.e. further from the land network, the location errors
can still be a little poor particularly in longitude (Fig. S3A). Overall, longitudinal error is reduced by 3–4 km among all possible seaﬂoor seismometer sites when compared to the land network performance.
However, it should be considered that the real data error distributions
might be biased by the earthquake locations, i.e. the majority of earthquakes are concentrated near Petite Terre (Fig. 1).
To better assess how the different seaﬂoor sites might perform with
deep earthquakes occurring along the entire Mayotte volcano ridge, we
created synthetic sources and relocated them similar to the real data
(Section 3.2). Like the real sources, synthetic sources at similar depths
(≥20 km) also tend to be located more westerly of their true location
with an average accuracy of 1 km or less and depth precision increasing
when a seaﬂoor site is used in the relocation (Fig. 4B). In contrast to the
real data, the deep synthetic sources appear to be accurately located in
latitude and depth on average (Fig. 4B), although slightly more deep
than real events. The synthetic event relocation errors are about half
the size of the real data. This is likely because we used a similar velocity
model to predict the phase arrival times and to perform the relocation
(see Section 3.2), albeit randomized Gaussian errors had been added
to the theoretical travel times prior to relocation (e.g., Table 1).
In cross-sectional view (Fig. 5), location errors appear to be both systematic and random, depending on the testing scenario. However, there
is an alignment between relocated earthquakes (Fig. 5A) and relocated
synthetic sources (Fig. 5B). For instance, the land stations only scenario
has clear systematic errors in the real and synthetic data. Unfortunately,
we do not have many real observations of deep events beneath the volcano in this dataset due to new volcano ediﬁce being located ~50 km
away from the land network. However, irrespective of the seaﬂoor seismometer testing site scenario, both real and synthetic deep events located closest to the new volcano ediﬁce are poorly located, even when
using site IF4x which performs the best (Fig. 4). Site IF4x has the greatest
precision in both the real and synthetic tests for deep events, i.e. having
a smaller range of longitudinal error (~1–2 km) compared to the other
seaﬂoor sites or the land network alone (Fig. 4). Site IF4x is equally likely
to perform well because its position makes the seismic network have a
wider vision of the lengthy earthquake source region (Fig. 1).
Overall, the deep synthetic data set reproduces quite well the location error distributions observed from deep real data. Therefore, we
can arguably and safely use synthetics to assess how different network
conﬁgurations might perform for shallow events.

3.3.3. Effect of velocity model
Mainly longitude error is signiﬁcantly reduced when adding a seismometer offshore Mayotte, despite where the seismometer site might
be located, and the error is reduced by only 3–4 km (e.g., Figs. 4, 6).
We suspect the low gains in longitude might be due to the fact that
we currently have a velocity model for locating earthquakes offshore
Mayotte, due to the many MAYOBS oceanographic campaigns. That is
to say, if we had installed a seismometer offshore to monitor the volcano
before having improved the velocity model with the OBS deployments,
would we have seen larger gains in location performance than we do
with the MAYOBS velocity model? To test this, we relocated earthquakes with a standard ak135 global velocity model (Kennett et al.,
1995).
As expected, the ak135 global velocity model tends to perform worse
than the improved MAYOBS velocity model, but mostly in longitude and
depth for deeper events and only slightly (Fig. 7). While the MAYOBS
model tends to place deep events more deeply (Fig. 4), the ak135
model tends to place them shallower. However, even with the ak135
global model, deep events are still located more westerly and/or southerly of their true location, as seen in both real and synthetic tests
(Fig. 7A–B). Considering the case of having no a priori knowledge of
the velocity model offshore Mayotte, a seismometer placed offshore
would have reduced longitude errors by ~5 km or less compared to
the land network alone for deep events (Fig. 7A–B). However, deep
events would not improve in latitude or depth accuracy, only precision,
similar to when using the MAYOBS velocity model (Fig. 4).
Shallow events appear to be easily locatable, at least horizontally,
whether or not a seaﬂoor seismometer exists and despite whether or
not the velocity model is known (Fig. 7C). However, for shallow sources,
the land network performs quite badly in depth when using the ak135
velocity model, placing the events more deeply. Because of this, adding
a seismometer offshore promotes larger gains in depth for shallow
sources, i.e. ~3 km reduction in mean depth error over the land network

3.3.2. Shallow seismicity
Because shallow events have not yet been detected in the real data,
we generated synthetic phase arrivals to test shallow event (<20 km)
5
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Fig. 5. Cross-section views of deep events (≥20 km) relocated in the 5 different testing scenarios. We do not illustrate location performance in latitude as the performance is roughly the
same whether or not a seaﬂoor site is used for relocation (Fig. 4). Relocations of A) 50 real earthquakes and B) 144 synthetic sources with true locations +/− 2 km from proﬁle C-C′ in Fig. 3.
The panels represent the different testing scenarios, as noted in the top right of each panel. Triangles represent the new volcano ediﬁce, gray squares are land stations, and yellow squares
are the different seaﬂoor testing sites. Circles represent true locations (real = red; synthetic = blue), and lines point to the average across all locations made by dropping each land station
once for the sources shown. Location errors in B have been exaggerated by 2 to better demonstrate location error trends. Scales for error shown in ‘Land’ panels.

seaﬂoor sites (Section 2), there are 6 possible seaﬂoor site pairs that
can be used to locate earthquakes in combination with the 5-station
land network, e.g. IF1x-IF3x, IF1x-IF4x, IF1x-IF5x, etc. For these 6 station
pairs, we construct the NLL ﬁles as described previously and relocate
each source for each station pair. With 564 earthquakes and 3501 synthetic sources, this results in 23,688 relocations using hand-picked
phases and 145,152 relocations using synthetic phases. Fig. 8 demonstrates results from the 2-station location performance tests.
In general, adding a second seaﬂoor site for real and synthetic
sources slightly improves the accuracy and increases the precision of
source location over a single station. However, on average each seaﬂoor
site pair performs roughly the same. While there is no dramatic difference in their average location performance, the precision of seaﬂoor
site pair IF3x-IF5x indicates that this station pair is the best performer.
Seaﬂoor site pair IF3x-IF5x are very near the center of the Mayotte volcano ridge, to the north and south, respectively. Their positions are such

alone in the synthetic case. Thus, depths of shallow events would appear
to improve if we installed a seaﬂoor seismometer and had no a priori
knowledge of a velocity model for the region. As the synthetics appear
to have mean errors half that of the real data, at least for deeper events
(Fig. 4), we could assume that the depth gains for shallow events would
be about an average 6 km if we had no velocity model for the region.
However, the precision would not be as good as that observed with a reﬁned velocity model. In general, this velocity model test indicates that
most of the location error differences are due to static bias between
the velocity models, i.e. the results are independent of the model used.
It demonstrates that good network coverage and geometry is necessary
to reduce location errors, independently from the velocity model.
3.3.4. Adding a second seaﬂoor site
Here, we assess location performance in the case that we install 2
permanent seaﬂoor observatory seismometers. With 4 potential
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Fig. 6. Mean errors and cross-section views for shallow events (<20 km) relocated in the 5 different testing scenarios. A) Error distributions for synthetic shallow events and B) crosssectional view of 80 selected shallow synthetic sources (to enhance comprehension) along proﬁle C-C′ in Fig. 3. Symbols and notations are the same as in Figs. 4 and 5, with the
exception that location errors have not been exaggerated here.

Fig. 7. Mean errors for sources relocated in the 5 different testing scenarios using the ak135 global velocity model. A) All real earthquakes, which have sources at depths >20 km, B) Deep
(≥20 km) synthetic sources, and C) shallow (<20 km) synthetic sources. Symbols and notations are the same as in Fig. 4.
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An example of variations in vertical component PPSD during 2019
for land station YTMZ and seaﬂoor observatory test site IF4x is shown
in Fig. 9. During 2019, the noise levels for YTMZ and IF4x are quite
high, close to the New High Noise Model (Peterson, 1993). However,
of all the stations used in the analysis, these 2 are the quietest with respect to land and seaﬂoor stations. YTMZ's high noise level in the 1–30
Hz band is likely associated with cultural noise at higher frequencies
and may be in part related to the vast number of earthquakes recorded
during 2019, as the Mayotte volcano crisis was still very active. IF4x's
noise curve, with limited PPSD dispersion resembles that of a shortperiod sensor. Therefore, we assume this station level is limited by its
instrumental self-noise. For the seaﬂoor sites, we are considering the installment of Trillium sensors for the seaﬂoor observatory, which have
very low self-noise (Fig. 9). Therefore, for seaﬂoor sites, we will compare
theoretical P and S-wave amplitudes of earthquakes to a noise curve
threshold of 15 dB higher than New Low Noise Model and Trillium Compact theoretical self-noise, which seems to be a reasonable estimate of
the performance of such a sensor in an OBS. However, as cultural
noise is unavoidable, we compare the observed land station noise levels
to theoretical P- and S-wave amplitudes of earthquakes.
To determine the smallest detectable earthquake magnitude, we
must compute the Mw detection threshold for different sized sources located along the volcano ridge and compare the theoretical spectral acceleration amplitude to mean noise levels for corresponding stations.
We ﬁrst compute seismic moments M0 (dyn-cm) for sources having
moment magnitudes (Mw) following Kanamori (1977):

Fig. 8. Mean errors for sources relocated in the 7 different testing scenarios using 2 seaﬂoor
sites. A) All real earthquakes, which have sources at depths >20 km, B) Deep (≥20 km)
synthetic sources, and C) shallow (<20 km) synthetic sources. Symbols and notations
are the same as in Fig. 4.

M w ¼ 0:667 log 10 M 0 −10:7

that they are capable of monitoring both the Proximal swarm closest to
Petite Terre and earthquake activity further east toward the new volcano ediﬁce.

for 0 ≤ Mw ≤ 3.6 with 0.1 spacing, as we know the land network can detect almost completely M > 3 (Fig. S1). We estimate their fault dimension r (i.e. crack length in cm) and their corner frequency fc (Hz)
following Brune (1970, 1971):

4. Magnitude detectability

M 0 ¼ 2:29σ r 3
We know from the series of MAYOBS cruises that the land-based
network can detect, at times, down to about magnitude 1, but not consistently. The magnitude 1 events detected by the land-based network
tend to occur close to Petite Terre within the Proximal swarm (Fig. S1)
and have similar locations to events of higher magnitude. However,
these small magnitude events are often not visible with standard network detection ﬁlters, are very badly located, at least during the ﬁrst automatic location, and are therefore overlooked by analysts. Overall, the
land network detection threshold is ~M2.0 at nighttime and ~ M2.5 during daytime due to cultural noise levels (Saurel et al., 2021). By adding a
permanent seaﬂoor observatory, it is possible we can not only improve
their ﬁrst automatic location but also lower the limit of detectable magnitude. In this section, we estimate the lowest detectable magnitude
when using seaﬂoor sites as a supplement to the land network and compare this performance to the 5-station land network monitoring the volcano ridge alone.

4.1. Methods
We roughly follow the method of McNamara et al. (2016) to test the
lower limit of detectable magnitude. We update the equations here in
our own work, where errors were found in McNamara et al. (2016).
We ﬁrst estimate the frequency-dependent noise levels at individual
stations in our proposed seismic network. We determine the noise
levels for vertical channels of stations in our proposed network using
long-term distributions of power spectral density (PSD) and compute
PSD probability density functions (PPSD). For small earthquakes to be
detected, the P- and/or S-wave spectral acceleration must exceed
long-term median noise levels at frequencies higher than 0.5 Hz,
which is a lower limit for cultural and natural noise (McNamara and
McNamara and Buland, 2004).

Fig. 9. An example of power spectral density probability density functions (PPSD) and
earthquake detection. The PPSDs for 2 instruments, land site YTMZ and OBS site IF4x,
are compared to the new low and high noise models (Peterson, 1993) and to theoretical
self-noise levels of Trillium Compact and Trillium 120 instruments. YTMZ and site IF4x
have the lowest noise levels among all stations depicted in Fig. 1. For YTMZ and IF4x,
solid lines are median noise levels, and dashed lines represent the 10th and 90th
percentiles. Vertical dashed line represents the minimum frequency a detectable P-wave
of an earthquake would need to exceed. Theoretical P-wave amplitudes in dB for several
magnitudes (triangles) are shown for an earthquake occurring 8 and 78 km away from
YTMZ. We use land station individual median noise levels as a detection threshold and
15 dB above the new low noise model and the Trillium Compact for OBS sites. We note
that the seismic instrumentation is not expected to record up to 1000 Hz; it is simply a
theoretical representation.
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2:34β
2π f c

−π f m Δ
Qβ

As ¼ A0 e

where σ = 100 bars = 108 dyn cm−2 and β = 3.5 × 105 cm s−1. Then,
for each of the ~3500 synthetic source locations depicted in Fig. 3, we
calculate the hypocentral distance (Δ) between all source-station pairs.
Next, for each magnitude at each location, we calculate the Brune source
spectrum over a range of frequencies (f = 0.01 to 104 Hz) such that:
ΩðωÞ ¼

where Q ~ 224f0.64
(McNamara et al., 2016), and As is the attenuated Sm
wave amplitude, i.e. peak ground velocity (PGV), in cm s−1. Because
both P- and S-waves of earthquakes are sometimes detected by the Mayotte real-time monitoring software, we also estimate P-wave PGV (Ap)
from the modeled Brune As using a standard S/P ratio of Ap = As/3. As
station noise levels are computed from the acceleration spectrum, we
use a simpliﬁed empirical relationship from (Wald et al., 1999) to estimate peak ground acceleration (PGA) from PGV:

σβ r
1

μ Δ ω2 þ ω2c

where μ is rigidity (35 × 1010 dyn cm−2), angular frequency ω = 2πf,
angular corner frequency ωc = 2πfc corresponding to each M0, and Ω
is the Brune source spectrum. We estimate the maximum angular
frequency (ωm = 2πfm) as the angular frequency where the difference in the slope change from where the Brune source spectrum is
maximum, i.e. ﬂat, and the slope changes more than 1% (Fig. S4).
For each magnitude at each location modeled in this way, we then
calculate the S-wave maximum amplitude (A0) due to the Brune
source model:
A0 ¼

M0 π
3

ρβ Δ

2

log 10 ð0:01PGAÞ ¼ log 10 PGV þ 1
where PGV is in cm s−1 and PGA is in m s−2, after converting from Gal
(1 Gal = 0.01 m s−2). Finally, the P and S-wave PGAs are converted to
power (P) in dB with P = 20 log10(PGA) for comparison to station noise
levels. Power of each synthetic earthquakes' P- and S-waves are then
compared to the station noise levels. An earthquake is detectable if at
least 2 seismic stations can see P- or S-waves above their median noise
levels. We assess magnitude detectability as if there are 2 seaﬂoor sites
in operation because having only 1 seismometer offshore does not meet
the 2-station/2-phase requirement. We require 2 seaﬂoor sites because
we are assuming a seaﬂoor site has a lower noise level than the land stations. If 2 phases are required on 2 stations, then 2 seaﬂoor sites would
“see” an earthquake before a single seaﬂoor site and any station in the
land network. Assuming there are 2 seaﬂoor sites, we evaluate detection
performance for 7 different testing scenarios of 2 seaﬂoor site
combinations.

2

f mf c
2
fm

2

þ fc

where ρ = 2.9 g cm−3 for oceanic basalt. In this equation, stress drop
(σ) and crack length (r) were substituted using the equations above
and shear rigidity (μ) was substituted from the shear wave speed equation β = (μ/ρ)1/2. We approximate the effect of attenuation on the Swave amplitude as:

Fig. 10. Lowest detectable magnitude at 2 depths for the 7 different testing scenarios using 2 seaﬂoor sites. A) earthquakes occurring at 24 km depth. B) earthquakes occurring at 4 km
depth. Each panel represents a single network conﬁguration, e.g. land stations only, land stations + IF1x + IF3x, land stations + IF1x + IF4x, etc. A and B have their own color bar that
is shared among all the panels, respectively. The color bar represents the lowest detectable magnitude in each of the conﬁgurations. The dashed outlined area is a concave hull of
seismicity that has been detected by the land network, e.g. Fig. 1. The white circle marks the horizontal location of a magma reservoir. Other symbols and notation are similar to that
of Fig. 1.
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badly located with automatic phase picks usually being accurate on 1
station but often badly picked on other stations, i.e. as noise. Therefore,
by adding OBS data, the MAYOBS/REVOSIMA seismology team has
completely manually picked and relocated earthquakes in the Mayotte
region during certain observation periods. Most events have okay ﬁrst
automatic locations by the land network that place them near to
where we would expect them. In OBS recording periods, where we
have relocated events down to the smallest magnitude using OBS, we
have observed a similar lowest magnitude as seen in our detection
modeling (Figs. 10 and 11), i.e. the land network can detect events of
M ~ 1.7 or higher. In particular, our modeling for the land-network
shows results similar to the detection threshold we observe in the
real-time monitoring network during night-time (quiet period). Thus,
our magnitude threshold estimation is probably good within a degree
of 0.5 magnitude uncertainty. Furthermore, we note our detection
modeling gives an indication of whether or not an earthquake would
be detectable but not if it is “pickable.” PGA and PGV typically arrive
later than the ﬁrst arriving phases. Therefore, our conversion of Mw to
PGA and PGV cannot tell us if an earthquake's ﬁrst arrival P- and Swave phases can be visible to an analyst. Consequently, the actual magnitude thresholds may be slightly higher than what is shown in Figs. 10
and 11, but the relative contours should remain valid.

4.2. Magnitude detectability results
To effectively monitor the eruptive cycle of the Mayotte's volcanic
ridge, we must examine the lowest detectable magnitude at the depth
where one of its magma reservoir has been interpreted from
geobarometry (Berthod et al., 2020, 2021) and local passive tomography (Foix et al., 2021) and located at ~25 km depth, just east of Petite
Terre.
Our earthquake detection modeling indicates that the land network
by itself can detect reliably at M ≥ 1.7, at least for events located near or
above the magma reservoir near Petite Terre (Figs. 10 and 11). The land
network, as expected, performs worse in detection closer to the new
volcano ediﬁce (~40 km east). Where seismometers are placed offshore
inﬂuences the shape and size of the lowest detectable magnitude region
horizontally, but this is not the case in depth (Fig. S5). The shape and
size of the lower detectable magnitude regions look similar across the
different network conﬁgurations we tested, at least along proﬁle C-C′
(Fig. 11, Figs. S7–S10). In general, the greatest improvement in magnitude detectability is visible at depths <20 km. In the shallower depths
(<20 km), adding two seismometers at sea reduces the lowest detectable magnitude by 0.6 (Fig. S5–S6). For deeper seismicity (≥20 km,
where seismicity is observed currently), magnitude detection threshold
is reduced by at most 0.3 (Figs. S5–S6). The results suggest that shallow
seismicity detection would be improved in certain regions, but not
uniformly. However, closer to the magma reservoir, there would be
less improvement in magnitude detectability.
Considering the 7 different network conﬁgurations and the known
location of one of the primary magma reservoirs, having seaﬂoor seismometers at sites IF1x and IF5x yields one of the wider small magnitude
detectable regions horizontally. These sites also reduce the observable
magnitude near Mayotte's primary magma chamber, as well as in the
primary earthquake region. Therefore, placing seismometers at sites
IF1x and IF5x would be the best choice for monitoring seismicity associated with Mayotte's main magma chamber, e.g. magmatic degassing or
new plumbing pathways.
We note that at present the land network can detect completely
M ≥ 3 earthquakes (Fig. S1), but the lowest magnitude relocated in the
earthquake database is M ~ 1. However, the M1 events are often very

5. Conclusions
In this study, we simulate the location and detection performance of
adding a seaﬂoor observatory offshore Mayotte to monitor its recently
active volcano ridge. We conducted several performance tests using
both real and synthetic earthquake phase and location data
(Section 3.1–3.2) and synthetic magnitude data (Section 4.1) for the
land-based seismic network and several offshore sites (Fig. 1).
While it is commonly thought among seismologists that deploying a
seismometer offshore a land seismic network improves earthquake locations, especially their depths, we discovered that this claim is not necessarily true, especially when a pretty good local velocity model is
available. In general, adding a seaﬂoor seismometer offshore Mayotte
improved earthquake location, but the gains are seen mostly in
longitude – not in latitude or depth. Overall, adding a seaﬂoor

Fig. 11. Lowest detectable magnitude depth cross-sections for the 7 different testing scenarios using 2 seaﬂoor sites. Each panel represents a single network conﬁguration, e.g. land stations
only, land stations + IF1x + IF3x, land stations + IF1x + IF4x, etc., along proﬁle C-C′ (see Fig. 3). The color bar on the bottom right is shared among all the panels and represents the lowest
detectable magnitude in each of the conﬁgurations. The dashed outlined area is a concave hull of seismicity that has been detected by the land network. The white circle marks the location
of a magma reservoir as determined from Foix et al. (2021). Other symbols and notation are similar to that of Fig. 1.
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Mayotte under the acronym of MARMOR (Marine Advanced geophysical Research equipment and Mayotte multidisciplinary Observatory
for Research and response). Half of the funding requested in the
MARMOR proposal speciﬁcally aims to install cabled seismometers at
sites IF3x and IF5x, and one other just south of site IF1x. These sites,
based on our analysis, perform well individually and should certainly
perform well in combination also. Since December 18, 2020, we now
know that MARMOR has been accepted and will be funded. Considering
the depth and extent of the Mayotte volcanic system and our seismic
network performance modeling, we are preparing to deploy 3 seismometers offshore Mayotte. The aim is to reliably improve detection
at both shallow and deep depths for the region just east of Petite
Terre, which presents the greatest hazard.

seismometer offshore Mayotte tends to reduce location error by <5 km,
but mostly for those events closest to Petite Terre (Fig. 4–6). To be precise, adding additional offshore sites does not necessarily improve accuracy but does improve precision (Figs. 4, 6, and 8).
The length and depth of the volcanic system offshore Mayotte render the optimal sites for location using one or more seaﬂoor seismometers largely dependent upon what sources have to be monitored. For
example, if our goal is to locate well deep events associated with the
known magma reservoir activity, then optimal seaﬂoor observatory
site choices would be IF3x or IF4x, with IF4x providing better precision.
On the other hand, if our goal is to locate well shallow seismicity associated with gas, magma, and/or hydrothermal ﬂuid rising to the surface,
indicative of potential eruptive activity, then optimal seaﬂoor observatory site choices would be IF1x or IF5x. Surprisingly, adding a second
seaﬂoor seismometer does not greatly improve location performance
(Fig. 8). We attribute the small reduction in location errors, particularly
in depth, to the fact that seismometer deployments during MAYOBS
campaigns have facilitated an improved velocity model offshore Mayotte. Therefore, earthquake location gains are slightly larger when
the velocity model is unknown (Section 3.3.3).
Our location performance tests suggest that a single seismometer is
sufﬁcient for earthquake location near Petite Terre, but in terms of magnitude detectability, more than one seismometer offshore is needed to
improve event detection threshold. With an offshore seismometer, the
noise level is expected to be considerable lower than land based seismometers that are contaminated with cultural noise (e.g., Fig. 9),
which can reduce the detectable range. However, we considered that
event detection occurs when at least 2 phases (P and/or S waves) are
seen by 2 different seismometers. Therefore, to lower the magnitude detection threshold, more than 1 offshore seismometer would be required,
contrary to what is observed for earthquake location. If we add 2 permanent seaﬂoor sites offshore Mayotte to monitor earthquake activity,
then sites IF1x and IF5x perform the best both in depth and laterally
(Figs. 10 and 11), effectively reducing the detectable magnitude by
0.2–0.5.
In general, our modeling suggests that there is perhaps a distance/
depth threshold for when one or more seaﬂoor seismometers adds
value to locating earthquakes in real-time monitoring situations when
a close land network exists. We observed that at epicentral distances
and depths >20 km from the land network (e.g. IF4x) a seaﬂoor seismometer improves event location performance more than a site
<20 km from the land network (e.g., Fig. S3). We note, however, that
adding one or more seaﬂoor seismometers in general improves earthquake location and detection, even if the gains are small. In the case of
detection, if there is only 1 seismometer deployed offshore, then advance detection techniques would likely need to be applied, such as
single-station location techniques using back-azimuth or detection on
a single instrument using a simple STA/LTA (short-term average/longterm average) method to identify events not meeting the 2 phase/2
seismometer detection threshold.
Based on our models, the reduction in location error (<5 km) and
gain in magnitude detectability (0.2–0.5) are both relatively small for
Mayotte. A single permanently cabled seismometer (e.g. IF1x or IF5x)
is obviously not enough to improve magnitude detection threshold offshore Mayotte, but one site is sufﬁcient for earthquake location. However, for optimized location performance, we would likely need a
moored instrument further away from Petite Terre, e.g. a seismometer
capable of monitoring the full length of the ridge (e.g. IF4x). A moored
instrument at site IF4x would cost roughly the same as a cabled instrument at site IF1x, but the moored instrument would not provide
real-time capabilities, which is an important criteria for monitoring
this volcanic system. The compromise is we should either not purchase
a single cabled seismometer or spend enough money to have at least 2
cabled seismometers.
A grant proposal was submitted in June 2020 requesting funding
from ANR for 3-seismometer cabled seaﬂoor observatory offshore
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